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The Stellar Status Symbol: 
True Motives for China’s 
Manned Space Program

Fiona Cunningham

The image of Chinese “taikonauts” conducting their first spacewalk, broad-
cast on a large screen on the front of a Beijing department store, may have 

appeared a quaint image to the contemporaries of the Cold War space race.1 Even 
without a peer competitor or any obvious tangible benefits, and at an exorbitant 
price tag, China still saw value in finishing the race to put humans in space, forty 
years after the United States and Soviet Union. China’s pursuit of manned space-
flight is a manifestation of its quest for improved international status, a necessary 
prerequisite to admission into the superpower “club.” There is nothing new about a 
status-based explanation for the Chinese manned space program—status is often 
cited as one of its many motivations. However, such motivations have not been suf-
ficiently explored in the context of existing manned space programs, nor have they 
been situated within more general explanations of Chinese foreign policy behavior. 
A norm-focused conception of international hierarchy and a brief overview of how 
manned spaceflight became a status marker during the Cold War will contextualize 
the status explanation for the Chinese manned space program. Status is the most 
important motivation for a manned space program in the eyes of elite political lead-
ers, who bear greatest responsibility for China’s international standing. China has 
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pursued a manned space program because it understands manned spaceflight as a 
status marker for the superpower status group and, desiring membership to that 
group, has attained one of its status markers. 

The Shenzhou Puzzle
The Chinese manned space program is a puzzle for two reasons. First, the utility 

of manned space programs is no longer clear; they do not offer commensurate, tan-
gible returns for their costs,2 which average ten times more than an unmanned pro-
gram.3 Why then would states allocate their scarce resources to such an unproductive 
venture today, when fully aware of the meager returns through the experience of the 
United States and Soviet Union? Unlike the United States and Russia/Soviet Union, 
China has pursued manned spaceflight with full knowledge of its cost, difficulty and 
limited material benefits. Furthermore, China’s manned space program was initi-
ated and developed at a time when the United States was debating the continued vi-
ability of its own manned missions.4 China has no real peer competitor in space and 
so is not propelled by a space race.5 What then has motivated China to expend con-
siderable resources on the space activity that delivers the least material benefits for 
the extra expenditure required? The second puzzle is that the Chinese manned space 
program is often attributed to status and prestige motivations,6 yet the analysts who 
do so offer no objective basis for assessing or contextualizing these motivations. 

If we conceive the international system as hierarchical,7 superpowers, as mem-
bers of the status group at the apex of that hierarchy, are able to set the values upon 
which the status of other states is determined.8 Superpowers also regulate admission 
into their own ranks on the basis of the same values.9 The requirements for super-
power status are currently set by the only member of the superpower group, the 
United States. Status in the international hierarchy depends on two parallel factors: 
doing the right thing—an actual commitment to the values dictated by the super-

powers; and being seen to do the right thing—showing commit-
ment to those values, not because they are actually adhered to 
but because they are a means to an end (improved international 
status).10 The admission requirements for the superpower status 
group are thus far more sophisticated than hard military power 
and economic might, the traditional indices of a great power or 

superpower identified by scholars.11 In contemporary international relations, to be a 
superpower, one must be a “spacefaring” nation, and a manned spaceflight program 
is an integral component of “space power.”12 Manned space programs are therefore 
superpower status markers. This value and norm-focused conception of hierarchy 
makes the idea of status, as applied to the Chinese manned space program, clearer 
by slotting it into existing international relations theory.

Status is not the sole explanation for China’s manned spaceflight program; rather 
it is a crucial factor in elite political support for the project. A successful launch of 
a manned spacecraft requires the culmination of a broad coalition of interests, in-

To be a superpower 
one must be a 

“spacefaring” nation.
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cluding support from the military, the scientific and engineering establishments and 
political leaders, all of whom receive payoffs tailored to their own interests.13 These 
special interests are important in setting space policy, however, given the scale and 
cost of the project, high-level political support is the crucial factor in its realization. 
Hence manned spaceflight must be framed as furthering the national interest if it 
is to receive political support at the highest level.14 The initiation of the Chinese 
manned space program, Project 921, in 1992 and Shenzhou V, its first manned mis-
sion, demonstrate this process.

Five alternative explanations of the Shenzhou Program
Scholars have put forward five different reasons for the Chinese manned space 

program—military benefit, tangible domestic benefit, national pride, “competitive” 
status and “aspirational” status—though they recognize that no single reason ad-
equately explains it.15 All of these reasons are necessary to build the requisite co-
alition of interests for a manned space program, but not all are equally important 
for attracting political leaders into that coalition. There is no necessity for states to 
have manned space programs, and they require political justifications to rational-
ize the costs. 16 Elite support for manned spaceflight, seen as in the national inter-
est, depends upon the delivery of unique and specific benefits that other programs 
competing for that support (and the resources that follow) cannot provide. Status is 
the only unique and specific international benefit that China attains from manned 
spaceflight and thus is the most important factor in the initiation and continuation 
of support from the Chinese president, premier and Politburo. 

Many scholars have focused on the military component of the Chinese space pro-
gram.17 The shadow of such analysis is often cast over the whole space program, its 
manned component included, because its daily affairs are administered by the Peo-
ple’s Liberation Army (PLA). Indirect military benefits from the manned space pro-
gram are widely recognized.18 However, despite a number of advances in technology, 
management, infrastructure and expertise that benefit the military, “manned space-
flight is likely the least efficient, most ineffective method for developing [military] 
hardware.”19 The Cold War superpowers were unable to find any military advantage 
accruing from manned, as opposed to unmanned, spaceflight. Hence there are no 
known unique benefits that a manned program could deliver. Nor was Shenzhou V 
a demonstration of new dual-use capabilities, as Sputnik was for the Soviet Union.20 
In any case, separate military space programs exist for the PLA to exploit space tech-
nology for military purposes.21 Elite support for the program in pursuit of unique 
military benefits is the least plausible explanation.

The tangible benefits of a manned space program are often cited as a reason for 
the Shenzhou program. The United States has demonstrated the scientific, techno-
logical, educational and commercial returns of the heavy investment in space tech-
nology required for a manned space program. Likewise, the Shenzhou program has 
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helped China develop highly skilled scientific and technical cadres, increased em-
ployment and inspired young people to pursue scientific and technical careers.22 Chi-
na’s 2000 Space White Paper clearly states that space plays a role in China’s national 
development strategy.23 The high reliability of launch services required for manned 
spaceflight may improve confidence in Chinese commercial launch services.24 With 
the exception of launch reliability, however, it is questionable whether these benefits 
are the result of the manned space program specifically, or simply the higher level of 
investment in space technology. Perhaps indicative of the elite leadership’s recogni-
tion of the lack of tangible economic benefits is Li Peng’s comment during discus-
sions as to whether the program should be approved that a manned space program 
was “necessary, if not necessarily wise”.25

Manned spaceflight may also create a “focal point for national pride” among Chi-
nese people that in turn bolsters the legitimacy of the Chinese Communist Party 
(CCP).26 National pride is a pertinent explanation for contemporary decisions of the 
Chinese government, as nationalism has replaced communism as the legitimating 
ideology of the CCP.27 The initiation of the Shenzhou program may have been con-
ceived of as an element in the rebuilding of Chinese collective self-esteem after the 
Tiananmen Square massacre,28 a more plausible national pride argument than build-
ing support for President Hu Jintao and his 2003 domestic reform package,29 which 
ignores the long and secret gestation period of the program.30 The long-term cultiva-
tion of national pride is likely an important factor in high-level political support and 
is a benefit that manned spaceflight is uniquely placed to deliver. Yet its benefits are 
domestic rather than international. 

Some argue that China’s manned space program indicates where China sees itself 
in the international hierarchy,31 while others have framed a status argument in terms 
of what actual status benefits China has accrued from it.32 Yet this ignores the pre-
cise nature of the status benefits sought by Chinese leaders in pursuing a manned 
space program: a better position vis-à-vis other nations in a competitive hierarchy or 
fulfilling a normative commitment to space exploration?

“For China, success [in manned spaceflight] matches up with its heightened view 
of its deserved international status”.33 This “competitive status” reason links the 
prestige and status explanations advanced by some scholars34 with China’s broader 
foreign policy goal of attaining great power status.35 Though the secretive and long-
term nature of the manned space program means that status improvement must be 
an enduring and incremental goal, manned spaceflight is uniquely placed to be able 
to deliver such benefits because it is a status marker for the superpower group to 
which China seeks admission. The competitive status explanation includes the argu-
ment that China considers itself as deserving of a seat at the table of major space-
faring nations, having lost its seat at the table of scientifically and technologically 
advanced nations during the 19th century. A manned space program is China’s way of 
expressing its entitlement to that seat to other states. 36
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An “aspirational status” explanation argues that China may be demonstrating a 
commitment to human progress, scientific and technological advancement, explora-
tion, global leadership and/or strength through its manned space program. Yet un-
less the Chinese are planning to achieve “firsts” in the course of their manned space 
program in the future, a commitment to human progress and global leadership would 
be difficult for it to display. “China has not … sent a man into space because Jiang 
Zemin is a space visionary.”37 It is likely, however, that China is seeking to display its 
scientific and technological advancement and strength in a non-military manner:38 
in the words of Lewis and Kulacki, “[c]ontemporary Chinese leaders are invested in 
space, human spaceflight in particular, because it is the ultimate expression of what 
being a scientifically and technologically advanced nation means.”39

Of these five possible explanations for elite support of the Chinese manned space 
program, tangible military and domestic benefits are the least compelling, as manned 
spaceflight delivers no unique additional benefits for its significant additional cost 
in comparison to an unmanned program. Competitive status and aspirational sta-
tus are both plausible explanations, provided that an aspirational status explanation 
pertains to China’s commitment to scientific and technological development rather 
than global leadership through space “firsts.” National pride is also a convincing ex-
planation, but it is not isolated from status. National pride results not only from Chi-
nese achievements in space, but also the positive ramifications of such achievements 
for China’s international reputation. Aspirational and competitive status are both 
likely explanations and are inextricably linked. This is due to the fact that China’s 
belief in the value of scientific and technological development remains strongly con-
nected with its desire to catch up with Western states.40 Nevertheless, competitive 
status is the most compelling of the five explanations. Not only does manned space-
flight deliver unique benefits for China’s competitive status, but the pursuit of such 
competitive status gains are also consistent with the wider trajectory of Chinese in-
ternational behavior. 

Considering the status explanation within the wider context of Chinese foreign 
policy will provide additional evidence that the reasoning behind elite support 
for Project 921 is the perception that manned spaceflight is a superpower status 
marker.

The Superpower Status Marker
Manned spaceflight was endowed with its significance as a superpower status 

marker during the Cold War, when the space race took center stage in the arena of 
US-Soviet competition. Both superpowers used every means of competition short 
of all-out war to prove their superiority over the other, and therefore the victory of 
their ideology. Nuclear arsenals and manned space activities were the most salient 
status markers employed in that competition. Space programs in both states began 
as military programs, and the first satellite launches had definite significance as mil-
itary power status markers. 
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Space activities began to develop their own distinctive meaning as a status marker, 
splitting from arms competition in 1961, when both states launched their citizens 
into space for the first time. Yet these manned space programs had no additional 
military value; rather, they conferred upon the “winning” superpower the accolade of 
leading humanity beyond Earth. Manned space achievements gave the Soviet Union 
and the United States claim to a preeminent position in the superpower status group 
between 1961 and 1969. As US Vice President Lyndon Johnson aptly stated, “in 
the eyes of the world, first in space means first, period; second in space is second in 
everything.”41 This strategic competition argument is the most common explanation 
for the space race,42 but leaves some important questions unanswered. A sensitivity 
to norms and values in international relations may answer these questions, with 
important implications for the Chinese manned space program.

Why have so many space policy analysts, historians and politicians acknowledged 
the inspiration of spaceflight as being a driving factor behind its pursuit? Why did 
the United States and Soviet Union persist in manned space missions once the space 
race was over? Why did they choose to compete over manned spaceflight? Where 
did the superpowers get the idea that sending humans into space was appropriate in 

the first place? During the space race, manned space-
flight developed into a superpower status marker 
because it would have delivered no status rewards 
had the United States and Soviet Union not shared 
the values that it symbolized. It was capable of deliv-
ering the sort of victory that an arms race, with its 

lingering possibility of annihilation, never could: “certainly Apollo was a cold war ini-
tiative; it was a surrogate for war ... [but] at the same time, spaceflight conjured the 
best in the human spirit.”43 Superpower agreement as to the importance of manned 
space achievements mapped back to their central goals of displaying commitment to 
strength, human progress, global leadership, and science and technology. 

With the end of the space race in 1969, manned spaceflight ceased to be the pre-
eminent status marker of the superpower status group but continued to serve as one 
of many superpower status markers for the remainder of the Cold War and into the 
post-Cold War era. Unless manned spaceflight were able to elevate one’s status in the 
international hierarchy, other states would not have initiated or continued manned 
space activities.44 The continuation of manned space programs worldwide shows 
that it has clearly maintained its value. In the wake of the Cold War, both the United 
States and Russia have retained a manned presence in space at considerable cost. 
Both are involved in the American-led International Space Station project in collabo-
ration with Japan, Canada and the European Space Agency. Europe, Japan and India 
have publicized their intentions to develop independent manned spaceflight capa-
bilities. They have been “infected with the virus of manned spaceflight,”45 indicating 
the demonstration effect of the two Cold War superpowers’ behavior. Despite this, 

Manned spaceflight was capable 
of delivering the sort of victory 
that an arms race never could.
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the only other manned space program to come to fruition is that of China. 

The continued pursuit of manned space flight at a time when other countries 
abandoned similar projects raises questions about the extent of China’s aspirations. 
Does it seek to be a great power, or a superpower on par with the United States? As 
Chinese official policy describes China as a great power,46 why has China sought a 
superpower status marker? Two possible reasons exist for this identity and status 
marker mismatch. When China initiated its manned space program in 1992, and 
as Cold War bipolarity disintegrated, Chinese leaders anticipated a future “multi-
polar” order, consisting of China, Japan, Europe, Russia and the United States,47 in 
which there were no superpowers. Had this eventuated, manned spaceflight would 
have been a great power status marker. In the early 1990s, Europe and Japan both 
had plans to develop independent manned spaceflight capabilities,48 leaving China 
as the only great power in this future multipolar order without a manned program 
of its own. More recently, Chinese leaders have pushed their multipolar projections 
further into the future, moving from a multipolarization (duojihua) discourse, to a 
tacit recognition of American dominance: “one superpower, many major powers” 
(yichao duoqiang).49 Yet China persisted with manned spaceflight even when Euro-
pean and Japanese manned space programs failed to materialize. China’s continued 
commitment to manned spaceflight could be its way of catching up with its great 
power peers, as it lacks the wealth and democratic status markers held by Japan and 
Europe, while Russia has more military and space status markers than China. Once 
initiated, other reasons and vested interests in the Chinese manned space program 
could have provided the momentum to push the project through to completion, de-
spite China’s peer competitors’ canceling of their programs. This does not, however, 
explain the fact that China has completed another two manned missions since.

The other possibility is that China’s conception of its future status has been el-
evated to that of a superpower. Two things are distinctive about Chinese percep-
tions of status—the first is its emphasis upon quantitative, objective indicators of 
status,50 and second is a definite regard for the future, as well as present, configura-
tion of international hierarchy.51 It is possibly this regard for future status that has 
motivated China to continue to pursue manned spaceflight. In the view of a Chinese 
analyst, China has achieved great power status and is on the way to achieving super-
power status.52 The fact that it sees itself as a prospective superpower may be suf-
ficient motivation for presently acquiring superpower status markers in preparation 
for the future.

Learning the value of manned spaceflight
The status explanation is not plausible unless it can first be shown that China did 

indeed learn the value of manned spaceflight from the Cold War space race and, sec-
ondly, it can account for why elite support for manned spaceflight was forthcoming 
in 1992. These two points will be assisted by the methods and results of an increas-
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ing number of studies that focus on China’s socialization into international institu-
tions and Chinese identity, using social constructivist approaches to international 
relations in order to understand recent changes in its foreign policy behavior.53 Ac-
cording to these studies, China has shown evidence of socialization54 through inter-
national institutions and the adoption of a responsible great power discourse has led 
China to redefine its interests in line with international norms.55 These conclusions 
are consistent with China learning the value of manned spaceflight from the Cold 
War superpowers and its leaders considering the development of a Chinese manned 
space program appropriate, given its current and desired position in the internation-
al hierarchy. China’s special sensitivity to image and status concerns in the present 
international system have been noted as incidents of its socialization.56 

Chinese knowledge of the manned spaceflight status marker may be inferred from 
the extent of its integration into the international system and therefore exposure to 
such shared understandings among nations about the value of manned spaceflight. 
China’s desire to join the top status group and understanding of what is required 
of it in order to earn that status can be inferred from its identity discourses and 
corresponding behavior. The connection between China’s status aspirations and its 
manned space program may be inferred from the concurrent adoption of status-re-
lated identity discourses and the initiation of the manned space program. The causal 
links drawn from the steps above are also supported by evidence of the arguments 
made to Chinese leaders by advocates of the manned space program.

China’s observation of American and Soviet manned space missions, “the dem-
onstration effect”,57 is the most likely source from which the Chinese state learned 
the idea of manned spaceflight. Its earliest manned space project, Project 714, com-

menced in 1965, shortly after Yuri Gagarin’s flight in 
1961. However the project ground to a halt in 1972, 
when Cultural Revolution politics caught up with the 
space program. The demonstration effect failed to have 
its full effect at this early stage because Chinese lead-
ers rejected the Soviet-American dominated competi-

tive hierarchy, robbing the project of a strategic rationale. Aspirational status gains 
were not compelling enough to justify the costs of manned spaceflight. The Chinese 
leadership valued science and technology as an expression of national strength and 
an instrument of independence, and therefore accorded both superpowers high as-
pirational status, taking its “cues from those countries seen as technical leaders.”58 
Nevertheless aspirational status gains were insufficient to frame the project as in the 
national interest.

The reforms initiated by Deng Xiaoping between 1976 and 1992 changed the Chi-
nese approach to the competitive hierarchy. In adopting a status quo orientation, 
China signaled its acceptance of the superpower-dominated system. It doubled its 
membership in intergovernmental organizations between 1977 and 1992, and im-
proved relations with the United States and Soviet Union. Chinese official foreign 

China persisted even when 
other countries’ programs 

failed to materialize.
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policy discourse has shifted over time, from revolutionary in nature during the 1970s 
to developmental and multilateral in the 1980s. The late 1980s saw an increased em-
phasis on the protection of sovereignty in the wake of the Tiananmen Square massa-
cre in 1989, later shifting to a more global and multilateral stance in the 1990s.59 The 
audience of China’s foreign policy behavior has also shifted, from the revolutionary 
Third World to the status quo international society.60 China’s increasing status quo 
orientation is, in essence, China’s adoption of a shared identity with the rest of the 
international community. This includes acceptance of the structure of the interna-
tional hierarchy, allowing China to value high status within that hierarchy. Whether 
or not China is persuaded of the values in the aspirational hierarchy, it acknowledges 
that its status depends upon its demonstrated commitment to the values that order 
the hierarchy. Acceptance of this structure is essential if China is to use manned 
spaceflight strategically to improve its status. Chinese socialization into the existing 
international hierarchy completed its learning of both the aspirational and competi-
tive status benefits of manned  spaceflight. 

China’s Great Power Identity
China has acquired a great power identity that requires it to behave like a great 

power by accumulating status markers. The adoption of this identity provided China 
with the requisite strategic rationale to initiate a manned space program, transform-
ing manned spaceflight into an appropriate pursuit for both competitive and aspira-
tional status reasons. China’s great power identity reflects how it sees its place in the 
world, and draws on both popular and elite desires within China and international 
learning in order to determine its content. 

China has previously articulated its great power identity as an entitlement, under-
standing great power status as due respect from other nations. Respect is command-
ed by virtue of a Chinese nationalistic belief that China should regain its status as a 
great nation, lost since the Opium Wars began in 1839.61 This sense of entitlement 
and victimization serves as a prism through which Chinese people perceived interna-
tional affairs.62 This aspect of Chinese great power identity is infused with a sense of 
victimization that does not resonate with the present aspirational hierarchy and the 
shared understanding of great power status among other states. It dictates a limited 
role for great powers to perform in order to attain their status: the accumulation 
of status markers representing national strength.63 The great-power-as-entitlement 
discourse demands a display of strength as justification of Chinese equality, of which 
the Chinese manned space program is a likely manifestation.

Since the late 1990s, however, Chinese great power identity has been significantly 
modified by the adoption of a “responsible major power” identity discourse, a re-
sult of China’s socialization into international institutions and learning of the great 
power concept. The addition of responsibility has shifted the focus of Chinese great 
power identity outward and incorporated duties and responsibilities, rather than 
simply entitlements and respect. The discourse is a reaction to perceptions of China 
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as a “spoiler” of the international order, and involves compliance with international 
institutions and sharing the burden of solving international problems.64 It is a fur-
ther embrace of international society identity and “a basic acknowledgement that 
many of the extant rules and norms are not antithetical to China’s interests.”65 The 
concept of China’s “peaceful rise,” official policy between 2003 and 2005 and de-
rived from this responsible power identity, recognizes the international values of 
peace, international order and cooperation.66 China’s great-power-as-responsibility 
discourse indicates an acceptance of many of the values that determine the aspira-
tional status of states, whether China has actually adopted those values or simply 
uses them instrumentally to improve its competitive status. The shift from entitle-
ment to responsibility has brought the content of Chinese great power identity into 
line with internationally accepted definitions of a great power.

In the absence of the responsibility discourse in the early 1990s, China’s initia-
tion of its manned space program was most likely motivated by an attempt to jus-
tify its great power status through the accumulation of status markers that display 
strength, in line with its understanding of great power status as an entitlement. 
Since then, however, China has been further socialized into the international hier-
archy and become more accepting of its values. It is likely the Shenzhou launches 
are now intended to display a commitment not only to China’s strength, but also 
to science and technology and, perhaps in the future, to human progress and global 
leadership. China’s manned space program status marker has been capable of re-
sponding to the changing content of its great power identity and resulting changes 
in its foreign policy behavior because the status marker displays a commitment to 
multiple international values.

A Great Power on Earth, as Well as in Space
If the Shenzhou program is a great power status marker that China has acquired 

in order to play the role of a great power, there should be other instances of great 
power role performance in Chinese foreign policy behavior during the past two de-
cades, situating the manned space program within a broader trend in Chinese for-
eign policy behavior.

China has recently accumulated a number of such great power status markers. Its 
behavior over the past two decades has become increasingly consistent with values 
and expectations of the US-led international community. During the 1990s, China 
went from a vocal opponent of UN peacekeeping operations to a participant.67 It 
has become an active institution builder, playing an instrumental role in the cre-
ation of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization in 2001, the thickening of East 
Asian institutionalism through the ASEAN Plus Three and ASEAN Regional Forum 
mechanisms, as well as initiating the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation in 2006.68 
In security affairs, it made the most significant sacrifices of all nuclear powers in 
terms of arsenal modernization by signing the Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban 
Treaty in 1996.69 China convened the Six-Party Talks in 2003 and is presently try-
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ing to rekindle the talks in the wake of North Korean nuclear and missile tests.70 

This responsible and activist international behavior is, in effect, the accumulation of 
status markers of cooperative behavior, sharing the burden of solving international 
problems, upholding international order and a commitment to the rule of law. In the 
meantime, China continues to accumulate the typical great power status markers of 
wealth and military power through economic growth and an extensive military mod-
ernization program. China has also attained other great power status markers, such 
as hosting the 2008 Olympic Games and its concerted effort to top the medal tally.71 
Scholars and decision-makers alike have connected the significance of the manned 
space program and the Olympics,72 especially with the Shenzhou VII mission taking 
place immediately following the 2008 Paralympic Games.73 

This status explanation of the Chinese manned space program has important im-
plications for understanding both space programs more generally and other aspects 
of Chinese behavior. Exposing the unique attributes of manned spaceflight that at-
tract elite political support suggests a solution to the puzzle of the Chinese manned 
space program that fits it within the broader trajectory of contemporary Chinese 
foreign policy. Space programs in Iran, India and both Koreas, for example, could 
perhaps also be better understood through the status prism. 

A more nuanced understanding of other aspects of Chinese behavior, even those 
traditionally perceived as motivated purely by military advantage, could be gained by 
examining the status significance of these activities and capabilities.74 The acquisi-
tion of a blue-water navy, aircraft carriers and anti-satellite capability may also serve 
as status markers for states wishing to assert their great power or superpower status, 
the same reasons for their development of a manned space program. Because super-
powers or great powers possess these capabilities, other states associate them with 
the high status of those states. In this manner, military capabilities may also become 
status markers. Political leaders may approve their development or acquisition for 
defense or status reasons, or both, depending on how they define the national inter-
est. As the status rewards of developing nuclear weapons have been cited as a moti-
vation for their development,75 and it has been suggested that a modern military is 
a status marker for a nation-state,76 status motivations rather than military calcula-
tions may be driving elite decision making on defense acquisitions. It should not be 
a foregone conclusion that dual-use capabilities such as space programs and even 
defense capabilities are acquired for purely or even primarily military motivations—
elite political support may be just as forthcoming in pursuit of higher status.
  
* This article is drawn from the author’s honours thesis, completed in 2008 at the 
University of New South Wales. She wishes to thank Marc Williams for his helpful 
comments on earlier drafts.
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